Corian® colour: Grey Onyx

Corian
for kitchens
®
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Corian® colour: Salt

Introduction
Beauty &
Innovation
The perfect
combination
You’ve got the vision. You know how
to transform a space. Make it work.
Make it wow. Make it for now - but make
it last. Combine your design ideas with
Corian® Solid Surface and see your creativity
come to life. Don’t just imagine innovation
that exceeds your expectations. Demand it.
With Corian® there are no limits.
Whatever your design, Corian® delivers.
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What makes a
Corian® kitchen?
Where life
meets style
The kitchen is the heart of any home.
So it needs to work hard, whilst
maintaining its luxuriously effortless
look. With Corian® Solid Surface,
you can create innovative solutions for
almost any design scenario. You’ll have
the freedom to let your ideas fly, whilst
putting functionality first. Don’t worry
about wear and tear. Corian® is designed
to perform. So all you need to focus on
is designing the one-of-a-kind kitchen
that supports the style and the lifestyle
of your customer.
Think big. Think bold.
Think what Corian® can become.
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Corian® colour: Neutral Concrete
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Corian® colour: Designer White

The ultimate
design material
Designed to
work with you
Explore the world of unconventional
geometric design and creative composition,
from sharp angles to statement curves.
With Corian® Solid Surface you can make
any idea become a reality. Think contrasting
colour accents to cool colourway serenity.
A solid surface that moulds perfectly to bring
even the most futuristic design to life. It’s the
ultimate design material that delivers sumptuous
luxury combined with long-lasting durability.
Seamlessly. Stunningly. It’s simply up to you
to discover the possibilities.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Features & benefits
Choose certainty
Choose Corian®
Corian® is durable - it can withstand
daily wear and tear in the most
remarkable way. Looking as good as
new with just a little daily maintenance.
Corian® is tough - as functional as it is
beautiful, Corian® cannot delaminate
and its joints are inconspicuous.
Corian® is non-porous - a solidly safe
surface for kitchens, it’s impenetrable
to mould and mildew and liquid
simply sits on its exterior.
Corian® is seamless - integrate
worksurfaces, sinks and coved
backsplashes to create a smooth
span that appears to be fashioned
from a single element.
Corian® is easy to clean - created for
a lifetime of easy care, most residues can
be simply wiped away with warm soapy
water and a microfibre cloth.
Corian® can be repaired - our expertlytrained fabricators can fix almost any
issue, so you can rest easy knowing
you’ve specified a surface to last
a lifetime.
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Corian® colour: Grey Onyx
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Thermoformability
Shapes for
any space
With Corian® you can take bold,
exciting and compelling new design
directions. Flexible when heated,
Corian® can be thermoformed into
a multitude of undulating 2D and
3D shapes. Instead of angles, opt for
perfectly rounded corners. Easy on
the eye, such curves create dramatic,
sensual style, bringing warmth to
an environment and providing an
ergonomically safe space.
You imagine it. Corian® can do it.
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Corian® colour: Glacier White 11
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Corian® colour: Everest

Certified Kosher
Preserving
cleanliness
beautifully
The signature seamless look of integrated
Corian® kitchen worksurfaces, sinks and
coved backsplashes means there are
no crevices to trap dirt and bacteria.
Easy-to-clean and non-porous, liquids
and stains simply sit on its surface. In fact,
Corian® is such a hygienic material that
it is certified by STAR-K,* meaning that
it is approved for use in Kosher homes.
For where cleanliness is optimal,
not optional, choose Corian®.

*STAR-K is a leader in
the international world
of kosher certification.
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Corian® colour: Smoke Drift Prima

Smart Countertop
Concept
Delivering the
future, today
Exploring the unique properties of
Corian®, the Smart Countertop reimagines
what can be expected from a worksurface.
It offers outstanding design freedom
and combines striking good looks with
uncompromising performance features.
Think of a modular accessories bar, sliding
sink cover and hidden sloping drainer, all
integrated into the worksurface to create
a beautiful and clutter-free kitchen.
With Corian®, the only limit is
your imagination.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Backlighting
Make your next
design shine
Create atmosphere. Create ambience.
Create the most dramatic spaces.
With Corian® translucent colours, you can
produce the special lighting effects that will
take your kitchen design to the next level.
These specially selected colours, featuring
enhanced translucency, give you the creative
freedom to shine. Whether backlighting
islands or backsplashes, these specifically
designed hues of Corian® will bring the
brightest concepts to life.
Strikingly illuminated. Simply stunning.
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Corian® colour: Sparkling White 17

Finishing touches
Add the
final flourish
Shape it. Curve it. Light it. Integrate it.
Make it personal. Make it individual.
Make your design add value with the finishing
touches that deliver serious wow factor.
Include classic or custom edge profiles to
provide added decorative style or extend the
functionality of the worksurface. Combine
practicality with personality by integrating
coved upstands, drainer grooves, sink covers
and hob bars. And make bespoke elegance
even more alluring with the addition of
champagne troughs, herb gardens and
integrated wine racks.
Whatever your finishing touches,
start by thinking Corian®.
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Corian® colour: Glacier White 19
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Corian® colour: Antarctica

Quality Network
How working
with Corian®
works for you
The Corian® Quality Network doesn’t
just ensure that customers receive the
service they expect. It helps you, too.
Corian® Home Design Partners are
hand-picked and qualified to bring any
design using Corian® to life. The service
to you includes display benefits, showroom
POS, promotional support, training,
website leads and a dedicated Residential
Account Manager who will supply you
with samples, literature and advice.
From concept to completion.
Choose Corian®.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Primo Signature
Belfast sink
Traditional with a
contemporary twist
An iconic feature in kitchen design for
over three centuries, the Belfast sink is a
natural choice for utility rooms or traditional
or farmhouse style kitchens. Newly available
in Corian®, the design’s timeless elegance is
now matched by its functionality, durability
and easy care attributes.
A classic design made contemporary.
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Corian® colour: Neutral Concrete 25
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Corian® colour: Deep Night Sky

The 1810 Company
stainless steel sinks
The essence of
modern simplicity
Innovation meets style with these
striking stainless steel sinks from
The 1810 Company. Embracing the
best of contemporary European-design,
these sinks perfectly blend form and
function to make them an ideal
off-the-shelf solution for today’s discerning
client. Easy to clean and incredibly
robust, they have a 75 year guarantee
so will stay looking stunning for
many years to come.
Elegance combined with endurance.
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Axix sinks by
The 1810 Company
The nexus of
brilliant design
Axix Seamless Technology sinks enable all
the elegance of Corian® to flow smoothly
from the worksurface into the body of a full
stainless steel bowl, cladding the sides but
leaving only a gleaming metal base exposed.
This sleek and clever concept means the
sophistication of Corian® is matched with
the ‘industrial chic’ of steel to create a highperformance sink with an extra touch of
resistance against ultra-hot pans or boiling
water taps.
Corian® and stainless steel come
together seamlessly.
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Corian® colour: Grey Onyx 29
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Corian® colour: Lava Rock

Corian® sinks
A perfect balance
of design and
performance
Whatever your vision, whatever the space,
the sheer adaptability of Corian® allows
you to seamlessly integrate sinks into your
design. Whether you’re thinking sharp lines
or soft curves, ready-sculpted or bespoke,
Corian® sinks will provide a superior and
reliable combination of beauty, quality
and hygiene. Enhance personalisation
by including sliding sink covers, drainer
grooves and modular accessory bars in
your designs, for added performance
and purpose.
Think of it as the basics.
Brought to new heights.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Smooth Sink 850, page 35

Tasty 9610 sink, page 35

Spicy 9920 sink, page 34
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Spicy 970 and 9910 sinks, page 34

Spicy 965 and 967 sinks, page 34

Rounded 9310 sink, page 35
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Salty

Tasty

Large Corian® double sink with narrow corner radius

Corian® sink with tap on step and narrow corner radius
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Smooth

Large round Corian® sink with narrow corner radius

Double Corian® sink with large corner radius
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Sparkling

Sparkling 9501
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Sinks with a stainless steel bottom and narrow corner radius
Compatible with boiling water taps
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The 1810 Company
Innovative and contemporary stainless steel sinks

LUXSODUO25
Right Hand Dual Stainless Steel Sink

ETROUNO 550U
Single Bowl Stainless Steel Sink 550

LUXSODUO25
Left Hand Dual Stainless Steel Sink

ETRODUO
Right Hand Stainless Steel Sink

ETROUNO 400U
Single Bowl Stainless Steel Sink 400

ETRODUO
Left Hand Stainless Steel Sink

ETRODUO
Reverse Stainless Steel Sink

#YouCanWithCorian
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Copper, AXIXUNO 500U SOS
Caption

Gunmetal, AXIXUNO 450U SOS

Stainless Steel, AXIXUNO 500U SOS
38
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Stainless Steel AXIXUNO 500U SOS and 190U SOS

Axix Sinks by The 1810 Company
Stainless steel single bowl undermount sink

AXIXUNO 450U SOS

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

AXIXUNO 500U SOS

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

New

AXIXUNO 190U SOS
Half Bowl

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New

Gold
Brass

AXIXUNO 700U SOS

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New

AXIXUNO SET A
(355U & 150U)

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New

New

AXIXUNO SET B
(355U & 150U)

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New

#YouCanWithCorian
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New

Primo Signature Belfast sink
Traditional with a contemporary twist

New

The 1810 Company accessory troughs
900mm trough complete with colour matching accessory set

Set includes: glass drainer, drying rack, colander, chopping board holder and chopping boards

Stainless
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New
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The 1810 Company taps
Including a ‘Neoperl Aerator’ for a smooth, splash free flow

Curvato Slim Lever

Courbe Curve

Chrome Brushed
Steel

Chrome Brushed
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New

New

Chrome Brushed
Steel

Aero

Copper Gunmetal

Spirale Flexible Spout

Gold
Brass

Chrome Brushed
Steel

Copper Gunmetal

Gold
Brass

New

New

Hose Colours

Set comprises of both a black and white hose as standard.
Additional hose options can be purchased in the following colours:

Anthracite

Latte

Light
Grey

Mocha

Red

Wine

#YouCanWithCorian
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The finer points

Further details and information
Contents
44-45 | Accessories
46 | Corian® sinks cabinet guide
47 | Edge profiles
48-49 | Use and care
50 | Wireless charging
51 | Frequently asked questions
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Further details and information

#YouCanWithCorian
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Drainer grooves

Hob bars

Integrated herb garden
44
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Coved upstands

Textured rear backsplash

Sliding Corian® sink cover

Accessories

Seamless sophistication
Made personal
Integrated hob bars to engraved drainer grooves. Backlighting to textured
rear backsplashes. With the ability to seamlessly integrate additional
capabilities into a Corian® worksurface, you can create a sophisticated space
that’s fashionable, functional and completely unique to your customer.

Hob bars - integrated hob bars are a contemporary and attractive solution
for protecting the beauty of the Corian® surface from hot pans and utensils.
Drainer grooves - etched and trenched into the surface, drainer grooves
provide a practical and aesthetically pleasing solution to assist in the aeration
of wet cooking and dining utensils.
Textured rear backsplash - transform a plain backsplash or upstand area
into a statement feature through the use of multi-dimensional Corian®
textured panels.
Coved upstands - bridge the gap between worksurface and wall with seamless
coved upstands. A visually stunning and hygienic way to prevent the build-up
of mould and mildew.
Multi-functional troughs - a stunning centrepiece, integrated troughs
can be used for everything from chilling champagne to growing herbs.
Luxuriously stylish, they can also be teamed with accessories such as glass
drainers, chopping boards and knife blocks to ensure the workspace
performs in a totally customised way.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Which Corian® sink will fit my cabinet?

Corian® colour: Neutral Concrete

600mm

700mm

800mm

Sweet 804

Spicy 970**

Sweet 809 & 809

Spicy 969 & 9910

Spicy 965 & 9910

Spicy 969 & 969

Sweet 805

Rounded 9310

Sweet 804 & 857

Sparkling 9504 & 9501

Sweet 859*** & 859***

Spicy 966

Sweet 871

Sparkling 9505

Spicy 965 & 967

Tasty 9610

Sweet 859 & 857

Sparkling 9503 & 9503

Spicy 965

Spicy 969 & 967

Sweet 881

Sparkling 9504 & 9502

Smooth 850**

Spicy 9920

900mm
Sweet 804 & 804
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Sweet 805 & 805

Smooth 850

Spicy 965 & 965

*Overflow

Sparkling 9505 & 9502

Salty 9410

**Small modification needed on the cabinet to fit sink

***Rotate 90o
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Corian® Solid Surface can be easily shaped and formed, resulting
in a wide variety of stylish edge details, from simple square edges
to bevel, receding or extra thick edges.

Edge profiles

Corian® colour: Dove

Square
(1mm radius)

Single Pencil Round
(3mm to 6mm radius)

Double Pencil Round
(3mm to 6mm radius)

Single Round
(10mm radius)

Single Bevel
(10mm chamfer)

Single Ovolo

Double Round
(10mm radius)

Stepped Back

Top or Front Inlay
(6, 10, 13mm wide)

Waterfall
(used near sinks)

Bullnose

Sharks Nose

Blunted Sharks Nose

Corian®
Worksurface

Pointer

MDF
Substrate

Corian®
Inlay

#YouCanWithCorian
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Use and care

Corian® was created for a lifetime of easy care. However,
should your customers have any questions about daily care
and maintenance - here’s all the information you will need.

Corian® colour: Hazelnut

Routine care of your Corian® surface
For everyday cleaning, use soapy water or widely available surface cleaners.
Remove excess detergent with a soft cloth, rinse surface with warm water
and dry with a soft cloth. If necessary use a microfibre cloth and rub over
the surface with an ammonia based cleaner, then rinse with water.
This procedure will remove most dirt and residue from your Corian®
surfaces. Always clean using a circular motion, from the front to the
back, then side to side, overlapping the circles until the entire area has
been cleaned. Do not use abrasive or mild abrasive cleaners on high gloss
or dark surfaces. Be aware that limescale can build up if water is left to
dry on the surface. To prevent this, it is important to wipe the surface
completely dry with a microfibre cloth after spills and cleaning. Some
colours of Corian® may require more frequent cleaning to maintain a
uniform finish.

Special care for stubborn stains
Residues from stubborn stains may require heavier cleaning. Follow the
recommendations below to clean these specific stains from your Corian®
surface and shapes effectively.
Vinegar, coffee, tea, lemon juice, vegetable juice, dyes, ketchup, lily pollen,
saffron, light scratches, cigarette burns, shoe polish, ink marker pen, iodine,
mildew, mercurochrome, blood, red wine, perfume: Use a damp microfibre
cloth and a mild abrasive cleaning product (except on high gloss or
dark surfaces).
Grease, fat and oil residues: Use a microfibre cloth and rub over the stain
with some diluted bleach. Rinse several times with warm water and dry
with a soft cloth. Bleach can discolour DuPont™ Corian® if not removed
completely by rinsing with water afterwards.
Hard water scale, soap, minerals: Use a microfibre cloth and rub over the
stains with a standard household limescale remover or vinegar and leave
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for 2-4 minutes. Using a second clean microfibre cloth, rinse the area
thoroughly with water.
Nail varnish spills: Use a microfibre cloth and rub over the stain with
non-acetone-based nail varnish remover. Rinse several times with warm
water and dry with a soft cloth.
If the stain is still visible, repeat the operation, this time using very
fine-grain sanding paper. If the stain persists, contact the DuPont™
Warranty Centre.

How to prevent permanent damage
Be sure to follow these guidelines to help prevent permanent damage
to your Corian® installation. Avoid getting strong chemicals - e.g. paint
removers, oven cleaners, acid drain cleaners, acetone-based nail varnish
removers etc. - on your surface. If a spill does occur, promptly flush the
surface with water to fully rinse off the chemical.
Do not clean using aggressive chemical agents such as acetone, oven
cleaners, thinners, strong acids (muriatic acid etc.) or strong bases (caustic
soda etc.), or industrial detergents or paint solvents. If a spill does occur,
promptly flush the surface with water to fully rinse off the chemical.
Do not use metal scrapers, iron brushes or other domestic metal tools
to remove stains, paints, plaster or other substances.
In case of severe damage, please contact the DuPont™ Warranty Centre,
which will put you in touch with a local DuPont™ Corian® Quality
Network Industrial Partner or Service Centre for professional re-sanding
or repairing of your DuPont™ Corian® installation. DuPont™ Corian®
Quality Network Service Centres are certified by DuPont™ to carry out
expert repair and finishing work. They can also handle installation work
or offer maintenance contracts to commercial customers to maintain
DuPont™ Corian® installations in prime condition.

Corian® colour: Glacier White

Kitchen applications
Special care for sinks

Attention

Remove all the fat and oil residues resulting from food preparations
from the sink, using a detergent or surface cleaner. If necessary, use a
mild abrasive cleaning pad or sponge. Fill the sink with diluted household
bleach (25% bleach and 75% water) and leave for ½ hour. Afterwards,
rinse thoroughly – you should have a beautifully clean sink, with very
little effort.

Shower trays and bathtubs cannot be used autonomously by people
with reduced motor skills, or with sensory and/or cognitive impairments
(including children). For your personal safety, use them at a maximum
water temperature of 40°C. Avoid using them in the vicinity or while
using electrical appliances. Pay special attention when using shower trays
and bathtubs alone or after taking medicines.

Preventing heat and other damage

Guaranteed Quality

It is important to minimise direct heat exposure to protect your Corian®
surface. Always use a heat protection pad, trivet (with rubber feet) or
protective sink mat for hot cookware, or leave cookware to cool on the
hob first. Never put hot pans, particularly cast iron pans, directly onto
a DuPont™ Corian® top or in a Corian® sink. Always use the correct size
pan on the hob and place it centrally on the ring. An overhanging pan
can scorch the surrounding surface.

With proper care, your Corian® surface will stay looking like new.
Your DuPont™ Corian® surface carries a Limited Installed Warranty when
fabrication and installation are carried out by a Corian® Industrial Partner
and member of the Corian® Quality Network. If you decide to sell your
home, your warranty is transferable to the new owners. For complete
details, go to our website (www.corian.uk) to review the warranty
guidelines applicable for your product.

As with most sinks, pouring boiling liquids directly into a DuPont™
Corian® sink, without running cold water at the same time, may damage
the material. If you have an instant boiling water tap, a container should
always be used to collect the water as boiling water from this type of tap
may cause surface damage in and around the sink. Do not cut directly
on Corian® surfaces. Use a chopping board.

This information is based on technical data that E. I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company and its affiliates (“DuPont™”) believe to be reliable, and is intended for
use by persons having technical skill and at their own discretion and risk. DuPont™
cannot and does not warrant that this information is absolutely current or accurate,
although every effort is made to ensure that it is kept as current and accurate as
possible. Because conditions of use are outside DuPont’s™ control, DuPont™ makes
no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the information,
or any part thereof, including any warranties of title, non-infringement of copyright
or patent rights of others, merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any purpose
and assumes no liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information. This information should not be relied upon to create
specifications, designs, or installation guidelines. The persons responsible for the use
and handling of the product are responsible for ensuring the design, fabrication, or
installation methods and process present no health or safety hazards. Do not attempt
to perform specification, design, fabrication, or installation work without proper
training or without the proper personal protection equipment. Nothing herein
is to be taken as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any
patents. DuPont™ shall have no liability for the use of or results obtained from such
information, whether or not based on DuPont’s™ negligence. DuPont™ shall not
be liable for (i) any damages, including claims relating to the specification, design,
fabrication, installation, or combination of this product with any other product(s),
and (ii) special, direct, indirect or consequential damages. DuPont™ reserves
the right to make changes to this information and to this disclaimer. DuPont™
encourages you to review this information and this disclaimer periodically for any
updates or changes. Your continued access or use of this information shall be deemed
your acceptance of this disclaimer and any changes and the reasonableness of these
standards for notice of changes.

Bathroom applications
Daily maintenance of wash basins, shower trays and bathtubs
Simply clean the surface with soapy water or any common detergent
in order to remove most of the stains and dirt that may be deposited.
Gel or creamy detergents are particularly recommended, together with a
mild abrasive cleaning pad or sponge, ensuring that you rinse the treated
area properly. By doing this, the original matt finish will be maintained.
Some substances such as ink, cosmetics and dyes may release colour onto
the surface after extended contact with the surface. All of these can easily
be removed by following the special instructions for stubborn stains.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Bring wireless charging home with
Corian® Charging Surface.

Wireless charging

The Corian® Charging Surface is an innovative solution
that allows users to power up their smart devices wirelessly.
It’s a simple plug-and-play system that works instantly for
smartphones, tablets and more.
A single charging unit is installed underneath the stylish
Corian® surface, which safely transfers energy to the smart
device on the charging spot above - stopping when the battery
is full. Highly effective yet hidden from view, so your customers
can keep powered up whilst keeping the integrity of your design.

Here’s how to wirelessly charge smartphones and tablets:
(1) Contact your Corian® Quality Network Industrial Partner,
who will integrate the wireless charger into your customer’s
Corian® worksurface.
(2) Corian® is available in many colours. Choose your
preferred one that fits best in your customer’s interior.
(3) The wireless charger will be integrated along with the
Corian® worksurface installation, ready for use.
(4) Your customer should then connect the receiver - a ring or
charging case - to their smartphone or tablet*. They then simply
place their device over the charging spot and power up begins
automatically.
It’s that simple!
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*If your customer’s device is Q1 or PMA enabled, you will not require a receiver to power up. Charging cases are available for smartphones only.
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Frequently asked questions

Corian® colour: Rain Cloud

What is Corian® made from?

What is the standard Corian® sheet size?

Corian® is a solid, non-porous, homogenous surfacing material,
made from approximately 1/3 acrylic resin (also known as PolyMethyl
MethAcrylate or PMMA) and about 2/3 natural minerals. The main
mineral is aluminium trihydrate (ATH) derived from bauxite, an ore
from which aluminium is extracted.

Our standard sheet size is 12mm x 3658mm x 760mm, as we
generally recommend 12mm for kitchen work surfaces. However,
the beauty of Corian® means the material is not restricted by length,
width or depth. Oversized islands, long runs and thick edge profiles
can be seamlessly achieved with the use of an inconspicuous join.

How does wireless charging work?

How do veined colours differ from solid colours?

Wireless power, also known as inductive coupling, uses narrow
magnetic fields that are a natural part of how electrical current moves
through wires. It starts by creating a magnetic field around a hidden
electrical coil. The receiving device has a hidden coil that can receive
the magnetic energy created, thereby transferring power wirelessly.

Corian® veined colours have random and complex patterns that
allow you to offer completely unique aesthetics to your customers.
As no one sheet is identical, special considerations should be given
to the fabrication techniques to ensure the random patterns are
blended into the assembly to create the best end result.

What is the Quality Network?
Members of the Quality Network are committed to ensuring
that customers receive the highest quality product and service
from ALL the companies in the supply chain. Its members are
Certified Industrial Partners and Service Centres. All Quality
Network members have been assessed and trained by DuPont™
in how to fabricate, install, repair and maintain Corian®. They
are also responsible for applying and fulfilling the 10-Year
Limited Installed Warranty Program.

Your Quality Network Industrial Partner will be able to provide
you with more information on these techniques. However, we
also recommend that they provide physical samples of the joins
they will use, prior to installation, to ensure that the blending
meets with your customers’ expectations.

How do I order samples?
To order free of charge samples of Corian®, please visit
www.corian.uk. Your complimentary samples can be sent
to you in the following sizes: 6cm x 4cm or 12cm x 8cm.

#YouCanWithCorian
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Colours of Corian®

Your palette
for perfection

From earthy, subtly textured neutrals, to elegant, ethereal
luminosity, Corian® offers the most versatile selection of
colours available in contemporary surfacing. Corian® works
with designers, artists, architects and industry experts to
bring a vibrant palette of colourways that will suit any
design sensibilities. Ever evolving to meet modern trends
and customer tastes, Corian® has just introduced 10 new
inspiring kitchen colours that will help you to push the
boundaries of contemporary design further.
Whatever your vision, with Corian® you can deliver the
perfect statement project.
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New

Aspen

New

Beech Nuwood

www.corian.uk

New

Domino Terrazzo

New

Golden Onyx

#YouCanWithCorian
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New

Jade Onyx

New

Neutral Aggregate

www.corian.uk

New

Pebble Terrazzo

New

Salt

#YouCanWithCorian
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New

Smoke Drift Prima

New

Windswept Prima

www.corian.uk

Witch Hazel

Dune Prima

#YouCanWithCorian
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Nimbus Prima

Arrowroot
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Limestone Prima

Rain Cloud
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Clam Shell

Sandalwood
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Tumbleweed

Sagebrush
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Rosemary

Hazelnut
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Sonora

Juniper
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Lava Rock

Deep Night Sky
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Deep Black Quartz

Venaro White
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Arctic Ice

White Onyx
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Grey Onyx

Designer White
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Glacier White

Cameo White
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Light Ash

Vanilla
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Bisque

Bone
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Pearl Grey

Silver Grey
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Elegant Grey

Imperial Yellow
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Seagrass

Sparkling White
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White Jasmine

Antarctica
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Whitecap

Abalone
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Aurora

Raffia
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Everest

Silver Birch
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Warm Grey

Willow
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Dove

Linen
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Savannah

Sahara
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Neutral Concrete

Silt
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Matterhorn

Midnight
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Graylite

Dusk
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Platinum

Once your customer has narrowed their choice,
order free of charge samples of Corian® at www.corian.uk
Please note that the colours shown are as accurate as the print
process will allow. Please request a sample prior to ordering.
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Colours of Corian® overview
Beech
Nuwood

Aspen

New

New

Pebble
Terrazzo

New

Domino
Terrazzo

New

Salt

New

Golden
Onyx

New

Smoke
Drift Prima

New

Jade
Onyx

New

Windswept
Prima

Neutral
Aggregate

New

Witch
Hazel

Dune
Prima

New

Nimbus
Prima

Arrowroot

Limestone
Prima

Rain
Cloud

Clam
Shell

Sandalwood

Tumbleweed

Sagebrush

Rosemary

Hazelnut

Sonora

Juniper

Lava
Rock

Deep
Night Sky

Deep
Black Quartz

Venaro
White

Arctic
Ice

White
Onyx

Grey
Onyx

Designer
White

Glacier
White

Cameo
White

Light
Ash

Vanilla

Bisque

Bone

Pearl
Grey

Silver
Grey

Elegant
Grey

Imperial
Yellow

Seagrass

Sparkling
White

White
Jasmine

Antarctica

Whitecap

Abalone

Aurora

Raffia

Everest

Silver
Birch

Warm
Grey

Willow

Dove

Linen

Savannah

Sahara

Neutral
Concrete

Silt

Matterhorn

Midnight

Graylite

Dusk

Platinum
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Corian® performance information

12mm Corian®
Solid Surface

Natural stone
and granite

Engineered stone

Heat

Resistance to heat*

Cracking in case
of thermal shock

Good heat
resistance

Impact

Good resistance to
mechanical impact

Heavy and brittle

Heavy and brittle

Hygiene

Non-porous

Porous, lack of
resistance to stains
and acids, poor in
terms of hygiene

Cleaning

Easy to clean thanks to
inconspicuous seams

Demands
maintenance
(sealing)

Sensitive to bleach

Renewability

Can be repaired
to the original look

Cannot be repaired

Cannot be repaired

Seaming

Inconspicuous seams
enable monolithic effect
between bowl, backsplash
and worksurface

Visible seams
(sealant)

Visible seams
(sealant)

Colours

Large colour palette

Random colours

Sensitive to UV
colour fading

Poor hygiene
due to seams

No solid colours

Aesthetics

Silky touch, 3D design
versatility unique designs
and shapes

Warranty

10-year limited
installed warranty
covering fabrication
and installation
(conditions apply)

Stone touch

Cold touch

Fabrication of curves
or rounded shapes
is very expensive

Fabrication of curves
or rounded shapes
is very expensive

Aftersales service
may be provided
by supplier

Only one
manufacturer offers
a material warranty

*Please refer to Corian® Use & Care guidelines
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Concrete

Gloss

Stainless Steel

Laminate

Good resistance
but possibility of
discolouration

Very sensitive to
thermal shock

Heat can cause
expansion of
the material

Blistering and
discolouring risk
when exposed to heat

Will indent in
case of impact

Resistant to impact
but sensitive to humidity

Fragile in case of
mechanical impact

Fragile in case of
mechanical impact
Noisy surface

Poor hygiene
due to seams

Porous

Poor hygiene
due to seams

Hygienic

Difficult to
maintain

Sensitive to abrasive
cleaning products

Demands high level
of maintenance
(due to fingerprints
and water)

Easy to clean

Hard to repair

Scratches cannot
be removed

Cannot be repaired
(as it is one single sheet)

Cannot be repaired

No seams but
difficult to install

Visible seams
(silicone)

Single piece requires
very expensive
fabrication

Very limited colour choice

Limited colour choice
- only solid colours

Only one colour choice

Large colour palette

Develops patina
over time

Very limited
design options

Aftersales service
may be provided
by supplier

Aftersales service
may be provided
by supplier

Random colour rendering

Lack of resistance
to acid stains

Visible seams
Risk of water infiltration
between worksurface
and bowl

Cold touch
Cold touch

Aftersales service
may be provided
by supplier

Reflects light
Limited creative
solutions
Aftersales service
may be provided
by supplier

#YouCanWithCorian
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Environmental
From raw materials to manufacturing processes, Corian® is committed to reducing its environmental impact.
Corian® has been proven to be extremely safe as a surfacing material for over 50 years, with minimal impact
on indoor air quality. Corian® Solid Surface has low VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) content, and the
non-porous surfaces do not promote mould or mildew growth when properly cleaned, making them ideal for
environments where hygiene is essential, such as food preparations areas.
The material’s stain resistance makes it long-lasting, and the ability to repair and renew the surface means that
customers won’t need to replace it. But it can also be removed, recut, reworked and reinstalled in a different
location if required. It can really last a lifetime.
Corian® Solid Surface has received independent certification for environmental performance (such as
GreenGuard®, NAHB North American Builders Association, Scientific Certification Systems).

Warranty
Corian® Solid Surface is provided with two levels of warranty protection. The Product Warranty comes as
standard and gives a 10-year guarantee that all Corian® products will be free from manufacturing defects for that
time after purchase. The 10-year Limited Installed Warranty expands the Product Warranty and ensures that
the fabrication and installation of finished Corian® products will be free of defects. This only applies when
fabrication and installation are carried out by an Industrial Partner of the Corian® Quality Network.
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Corian® colour: Salt
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To find out more, call your Corian®
residential contact on 0113 201 2240
info@cdukltd.co.uk www.corian.uk #YouCanWithCorian
CD (UK) Ltd. Wakefield House, Thistle Way, Gildersome Spur, Leeds, LS27 7JZ
All information stated in this brochure is correct at the time of printing and subject to change without notice.
Corian® is a registered trademark of DuPont™, used under license by CD (UK) Ltd.

